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This study examines the relationships between perceptivejudgment of quantity 

and conservation judgment of quantity with regard to the concept of area. Twenty 

children who passed an area conservation task (mean age = 8) and 20 children 

who failed it (mean age = 6.7) were administered an area judgment task. This 

task was a replication of Anderson and Cuneo’s study ( 1978. Jo~trr~trl c!l‘E.~pc,rirrzc,,rru/ 
Ps.wlzo/og~: (;rnerc~l. 107. 335-378). The conserving children generally appeared 

to apply an additive rule (the height and width rule) observed by Anderson and 

Cuneo in 5 year olds. The nonconserving children in contrast generally presented 

patterns suggesting centration on one of the two dimensions. The implications 

for Anderson’s and Piaget‘s conceptions of conservation development are discussed. 
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THEORETICAL OVERVIEW 

This study is designed to investigate the relationship between the im- 
plementation of the rule, Area of a Rectangle = Height + Width, and 
the conservation (nonconservation) of the area of a rectangle in 6 to 8 
year olds. 
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The Area zz Height + Width rule was originally proposed by Anderson 
and Cuneo (1978). Their study will be presented in detail here since part 
of our methodology is directly based on theirs. Anderson and Cuneo’s 

study deals with the way in which 5. 8, and I I year olds judge the area 
of rectangles of varying dimensions. The material was composed of I I 
rectangular cookies. The dimensions of nine of the cookies corresponded 
to all the possible combinations of 7, 9. and I I cm. One of the remaining 

two cookies was clearly smaller (5 ‘x 5 cm) than the smallest of the Y 

cookies. and the other was clearly larger ( I! >, I3 cm). All the cookies 
were of equal thickness. 

The sub.jects (N = 10) were asked tojudge how happy a child would 
be to get each of the nine cookies to eat. if s/he could only have one 

at a time. Judgment was expressed on a IY-point response scale with ;I 
smiling face mounted at one extremity and a frowning face at the other. 
The two cookies having the extreme dimension\ were presented tirst. 
These cookies wet-e used as anchors to give the subjects an idea of the 
highest and lowest responses they would have to make (i.e.. closest to 
the faces). These extreme stimuli were also used to ensure that only 

values from the interior of the scale (3-16) would be used in the responses. 
thus avoiding possible floor and ceiling effects. Presentation of the remaining 
nine cookies was randomized. A practice phase always preceded the test 

phase. The children were administered two successive presentations of 
the I I cookies. I by I. and were asked to situate each on the scale. 

An information integration pattern was constructed in the following 
way for each group of subjects (aged 5. 8. and I I ). The three heights 

(5. 7. and I I cm) were located equidistant on the X-axis. The judgment 
scale (I-19) appeared on the I-axis. Each width was plotted as a curve. 
An example of this type of graphic representation is provided in Figs. 
la and lb below. 

For the tive year olds, the three curves were parallel (see I-ig. lb) as 
though height and width had simply been additively combined or one 

dimension had simply been “added onto” the other. The interaction was 
not significant. 

For the I I-year-old group, the three curves were fan shaped (Fig. la) 
and the bilinear component of the interaction was significant. In this 
group. the two effects seem to have been multiplied in the form of Area 
= ,f(N x W). The plot of the 8 year olds’ graph lies midway between 

the 5 and I I year olds graph. 
According to Anderson and Cuneo. these results argue against the 

Piagetian conception of the development of the notion of conservation. 
Anderson and Cuneo point out that according to Piagetian theory. preoper- 
ational children first go through a phase where they -judge quantity by 
centering on a single dimension of the ob.ject. and then through a phase 
of multiplicatory compensation of variations in the two dimensions (height 
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and width in the case of area). This compensation is thought to be purely 
qualitative at first, and does not yield an operational conservation judgment 
until later when it is associated with extensive quantification of variations 
of the two dimensions. Two aspects of Anderson and Cuneo’s results 
are thus incompatible with this developmental model: 

(1) The presence of an additive integration pattern for height and width 
in 5 year olds-who are theoretically preoperational-shows that they 
take these two dimensions into account in their judgment of amount of 
area. According to Anderson and Cuneo this feature is not congruent 
with the Piagetian hypothesis of centration in this phase of the construction 
of the notion. 

(3-j The presence of patterns which are yet not clearly multiplicatory 
in 8 year old+-in other words at an age when children theoretically have 
acquired the operational notion of conservation-is not consistent with 
the hypothesis that conservation is based on a multiplicatory compensation 
of the two dimensions. 

Anderson and Cuneo put forward an alternative developmental model 
of conservation which is compatible with these data and places more 
emphasis on the role of perceptual judgment than on the role of logical 
operations: “Second, it set~ttzs rerrsottrthlc to srrppose tlutt c~onsPn’rrtion 
itsc(f’ c~\wh~e.s jkm perceptrttrl jlrdgttwrtt, twt ,fkjttl logiwl opt~rcrtinns 
ptwpo,red hy Piaget.” (Anderson & Cuneo. 1978, p. 341). According to 
Anderson and Cuneo. the notion of conservation develops gradually 
through the generalization of object invariance to its dimensional properties. 
Object invariance is acquired early in development, at about the age of 
I year. Dimensional properties (for example, length. area, weight) arise 
from perceptual judgment activities. from comparisons implementing highly 
elementary operations such as “more” or “less.” The tendency to con- 
servation would thus develop through transfer from object invariance: 
“In 00tcr ,twd.s. the pr-irtliti\v c~xprc~tcrtlcy of o(?jec.t in~wictttw gerzrt-ctlirc~s 
to ~*rrriorr.s ptwprt-ties of tlrc ohjcct” (p. 369). In this interpretation, in 
contrast to the Piagetian position, the tendency to conservation does not 
require any prior quantification. By forcing the subject to make an all- 
or-nothing choice between two responses (“is there the same amount or 
not?“) the Piagetian tasks only allow for observation of a tendency to 
conservation when the level of conservation is sufficiently advanced with 
respect to the perceptual cues that conflict with it. Anderson and Cuneo 
thus postulate that their paradigm, which enables the subject to situate 
his/her judgments on a continuous scale and allows the experimenter to 
decompose the sources of variation attributable to the stimulus dimensions. 
is better suited than the Piagetian method to trace out the emergence of 
conservation over the course of development. 

This interpretation contradicts Piagetian theory in terms of the rela- 



tionships between perception and conservation. According to Piaget. 
operational concepts do not derive from perception; rather. perception 

arises from action structures: first, sensorimotor structures and then 
operational structures when action has been internalized. If  perception 
at times appears to foreshadow this notion, this is because both perception 
and conservation have a common basis in action. and not because of ;I 

direct link from the first to the second (see Piaget. 1961. p. 445). 
Although the parallelism (or near-parallelism) of the three curves trans- 

lating the judgments of 5 year olds and the gradual evolution of this 
pattern toward a multiplicatory integration pattern (fan shaped) provide 
valuable data as concerns the issue of the origin of conservation. Anderson 

and Cuneo’s interpretation in our opinion remains open to criticism on 
several points. The experiment described in this paper was designed to 
shed light on two of these points. 

The first point concerns the fact that the parallelism of the three curves. 
which forms the basis for inferring the existence of the ,4rea = Height 
+ Width rule in 5 year oldx is ;I group reference pattern. This pattern 
could be the outcome of averaging over individual centration patterns. 

Anderson and Cuneo anticipate this objection and put forward two point\ 
which they feel adequately dispel1 it: 

(I) A mean additive pattern could result from averaging of individual 
patterns of half of the subjects centering on the width and half centering 
on the height. But if this was the case. the ANOVA for individual sub.jects 

(feasible since a repeated subject factor was included in the design) should 
then indicate a main effect (either width or height depending on the 
subject). However. a significant effect for both main effects was observed 
in most subjects (see Anderson and Cuneo. 197X. p. 363). 

(2) A within-sub.ject additive pattern could be due to random centering. 
either on t/ or on W. in a given subject over a series of trials. I f  this 

had been the case, the mean standard deviation for judgments should 
have been greater when the two dimensions of the rectangle differed the 
most (7 cm vs I I cm. for example) than when the two dimensions were 
equal (9 cm vs 9 cm for example). However. Anderson and C’uneo ( 197X. 
p. 363) report comparable standard deviations. 

These arguments only bear weight if one takes the Anderson and Cunro 
position that centrations will be distributed either on the width or on the 
height. However, a more plausible hypothesis from a perceptual point 
of view (since the height and width values wet-e arbitrarily generated by 
the design) would be that younger subjects -judge quantity by centering 
on the dimension that appears more salient to them each time (for example. 
some will always center on the largest dimension while others will center 
on the smallest). 

Table I provides an illustration of this point. It presents thejudgment 
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TABLE I 
FICTITIOUS EXAMPLES OF RESWNSE PATI.ERNS FOR SUHJECTS CENTEKINO EITHER ON ~‘HF. 

SMALMST DIMENSION (a) OR ON THE LARGEST (b) AND THE SCORES OBTAINFD BY AWRAGINC 

THE RESPONSES NOR THESE Two SUBJECTS (c) 

(a) (h) (Cl 
-. 

Height Height Height 
- . 

7 Y II 7 4, II 7 Y II 

Width 777 77 7 7 Y II Y 77 8 Y 8 
Y 7 9 Y x.1 Y Y Y II 9.7 ‘) x Y IO Y 

II 7 Y II Y II II II 11 II II 9 10 II IO 

7 x.3 Y Y Y.7 II x 9 IO 
.- 

values for two fictitious subjects, one of whom always centers on the 
smallest dimension (Table la) and the other on the largest dimension 
(Table lb), and the mean values obtained by averaging the judgment 
values for these two subjects (Table ICI. The N and W values for the 
rectangles are indicated respectively in the columns and rows of each 
table and the fictitious values for the judgment values appear in the cells 
(for simplicity’s sake we have assumed that these values are equal to 
those of the centered Dimensions). Visual inspection shows that both 
patterns for both subjects exhibit two main effects and homogeneity of 
judgment variation (Tables la and lb). In addition, the averaging of the 
results for these two cases yields a mean additive pattern. This is purely 
a textbook exercise, whose simplicity is exploited here for expository 
purposes. More plausible hypotheses can be put forward concerning the 
different forms of individual centration patterns which may be observed 
in perceptual judgment of area, and we will come back to this point 
later. This calculation convinced us that refuting the hypothesis that 
there are centration phases in the development of perceptual judgment 
of area would require an analysis of individual patterns and even an 
analysis of patterns for each trial (since the same problem is likely to 
arise in the case of averaging over the different trials of a subject who 
at times centers on the largest dimension and at times on the smallest). 
This is the first purpose of this study. 

The second point is related to differences between the area judgment 
task and the area conservation task. In the experiments described above. 
Anderson and Cuneo use an area judgment task. but nevertheless argue 
that their findings constitute a challenge to the Piagetian notion of the 
develo~n~ent of conservation, in particular the centr~~tion hypothesis. 
Anderson and Cuneo apparently posit that by using their own paradigm, 
they are simply replacing an all-or-nothing judgment task. which they 
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rightly criticize, by a paradigm which, through the use of a judgment 
scale, allows for the entire range of judgments to be expressed. 

Area conservation tasks however differ from area judgment tasks on 
two other crucial points (and this is obviously true for other concepts 

aside from area): first of all, judgment is based on the difference in area 
between two rectangles instead of focusing on the area of a single rectangle 
at a time; secondly and more importantly. the subject recognites that 
one of the two areas to be compared has been obtained by a simple 

transformation of the other (see Piaget, Inhelder. & Szeminska, 1948). 
In contrast, in the Anderson and Cuneo paradigm. this judgment bears 
on the area of a rectangle as a static configuration and not on the effect 
of a transformation in shape. 

This points to the difficulties of assuming that the tMo tasks tap the 
same processes. The subject can rely to it greater extent on perception 
in the area-judgment task than in the conservation task. ‘I’hi\ is so because 
in the area task, judgment bears on a static configuration (one rectangle 
at a time) whereas in the conservation task, .iudgment ix on the effect 
of a transformation. Second, the rectangle the child is asked to judge is 

directly observable, whereas in the conservation task. only the result of 
the transformation is perceptible when the conservation question is asked. 
Thus, the initial state and the transformation can be represented but 
cannot be inspected perceptually. It ix clearly problematical to establish 

a dividing line between perception and cognition in these two tasks, but 
perceptual mechanisms may be sufficient to solve the first (which does 
not imply they are the only ones to operate) whereas they cannot in the 
second. If  an absence of ;I centration phase in the development of CIIX’C/ 
judgment had been shown. this would not have heen necessarily incom- 

patible with the existence of a centration phase in the development of 
area ~onsc~~~trfio~~ judgment. 

The area judgment task should not be confounded with one where 
judgment bears on conservation of area and observations concerning the 
first type of task are not directly applicable to a refutation of interpretations 
related to the second task. On the other hand. it would hc useful to 
compare the performance of the same subjects on both tasks. so as to 

study the relationships between information integration rules concerning 
the height and width of a rectangle in both situations. This could shed 
light on the respective roles of perceptual judgment (which has more 
weight in the first task) and cognitive operations (which are tapped to :I 

greater extent in the second) in the development of the notion of area. 
This is the second aim of this study. 

To recapitulate, the study described below was designed to test whether 
the A = H t W rule reported by Anderson and Cuneo for young children 
in fact results from the averaging of individual centration patterns on 
the most salient dimension (the largest or the smallest). and second to 
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compare integration rules for height and width in the same subjects on 
an area judgment task and an area conservation task. 

METHOD 

This section presents the two tasks administered to the subjects-an 
area conservation task and an area judgment task-and a certain number 
of hypothetical integration patterns expected from works by Anderson. 
Piaget. and Leon. These hypothetical patterns will serve as references 
for the observed patterns. 

This is an identity conservation task ton the distinction between identity 
and equivalence conservation task. see Elkind, 1967). The subjects are 
presented with a 4 x 4 square composed of sixteen 2 x Z-cm sturdy 
cardboard blocks. The area undergoes two changes in front of each 
subject. First the square is transformed into a rectangle eight blocks long 
(horizontally) and two blocks high. The second transformation is more 
radical (16 x Il. 

After each change of shape, the child is asked if the new figure, termed 
a “piece of cake” has the same area: “Is there the same amount of 
cake?” If the child exhibits conservation by answering in the affirmative, 
the following questions are asked: “L,ook, it’s very long, don’t you think 
that there is more to eat than before?” or “another child told me that. . . .” 
If the conservation response is negative. the following questions are 
asked: “But don’t you remember, before we had . .” and “another 
child told me that we had the same to eat. . . .” 

Fifty french children in the first 2 years of elementary school were 
tested. Twenty were clearly conserving: in other words, they answered 
the first question in the affirmative and resisted the counterquestions 
under both conditions (8 x 3; I6 x I). Twenty children were clearly 
nonconserving. 

This is a replication of Anderson and Cuneo’s Experiment 1 (19781, 
whose procedure has been described in detail in the introduction. Each 
rectangle was drawn on a piece of sturdy white cardboard. The extreme 
stimuli measured I x I cm and IO x IO cm. The dimensions of the nine 
experimental stimuli were 2.4, and 8 cm: each of the three widths was 
paired with each of the three heights. These dimensions were chosen so 
that two of the nine figures would be identical in shape to two of the 
figures used in the conservation task (4 x 4, 8 x 2). There were four 
trials in all: a practice trial and three test trials. The order of presentation 
of the nine stimuli was randomized for each trial but the two extreme 
stimuli were always presented first. 
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The 40 subjects selected on the basis of conservation (or nonconservation) 
of the area of a rectangle were administered the task individually. 

Forty children were tested. The mean age of the 20 clearly conserving 
subjects (8 girls, 12 boys) was 8 years (SD = 7 m.). The mean age of 
the 20 clearly nonconserving subjects (12 girls, 8 boys) was 6.7 years 
(SD = 7m.). 

The six integration patterns presented in Fig. 1 illustrate the different 
hypotheses as to subjects’ cognitive algebra (Anderson, 1981). 

The pattern in Fig. la is the classic multiplicatory pattern; note that 
because of the choice of lengths in the design (2.4, 8 cm), all three points 
2,8, 4,4, and 8,2 correspond to 16-cm’ rectangles. defining a horizontal. 
The algebraic equation for this pattern is 

Area judgment = ,f(Height x Width). 0) 

The pattern in Fig. lb is the additive pattern, the one predicted from 
the Anderson and Cuneo results. Note that the same three points arc 
no longer aligned: point 4,4 in particular has a lower ordinate than the 
two others. Curve 4 is clearly closer to curve 2 than to curve 8. In this 
case 

Judgment = j(Height + Width). (2) 

The pattern in Fig. Ic is a centration pattern on the largest of the two 
dimensions (see the introduction). The algebraic equation for this pattern 
is 

.I = fir,). t3, 

where 1, is the largest of the two dimensions. horizontal or vertical. 
In the case of exclusive centration on the height or the width. the 

corresponding pattern is made up of three parallel horizontal plots when 
judgment is made solely on the basis of the height, or three superposed 
ascending plots when it is made solely on the basis of the width. 

.I 1 f( Height 1 (4) 

or 

.I = ,/(Width). (51 

The pattern in Fig. Id illustrates the use of a utility function in the 
response although the area-judgment would normally have been correct. 
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1 

i ii ,: 
NIGHT 

Fm. I Six hypothetical judgment pattern\ (values on the Y-axis are estimates for area 

judgment: these are plotted as a function of length and width; length is indicated on the 

Xaxis and the curves represent width values): (a) multiplicatory. (b) additive, (c) centration 

on the largest dimension, (d) global logarithmic, (c) maximal extent or diagonal. (The dotted 

lines connect the points corresponding to the three rectangles having the same area = I6 

cm‘ (8 x 3; 4 x 4: 2 x 8). 

The possibility of responses of this type cannot be excluded since the 
response scale presented to the children is a satisfaction scale. Note that 
in this case. although the three curves are parallel. points 2.8. 4,4. and 
8.2 are now aligned, and curve 4 is now equidistant from the two others. 
Given the lengths used in the experiment (2. 4. 8 cm) the patterns in 
Figs. 1 b and 1 d are clearly distinct. The algebraic equation for this pattern 
is 

J(satisfaction) = ,f‘log(Area). (6) 
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. 

The pattern in Fig. le corresponds to Leon’s extent or diagonal model 
(1982). In this case 

.I = Jdiagonal). (71 

RESULTS 

The mean results for conservers and nonconservers are presented in 
Figs. 3a and ?b. 

The two groups differ significantly (k’t I. 2) = l-17.2. 11 K .OI 1. The 
two groups also differ significantly with respect to degree of convergence 
to the right of the three curves: the two-way interaction conserv- 
ers/nonconservers x height x width is significant (F(4. 8) = 6.3, /? 
.07). 

The mean pattern for conserving sdjects (Fig. 3) ix highly similar to 
the hypothetical additive pattern in Fig. lb. The three curves are ap- 
proximately parallel. At first glance, conserving subjects seem to implement 
an additive rule. 

The mean pattern obtained for the nonconserving subjects (Fig. 3b) 
clearly deviates from the hypothetical pattern in Fig. lb. It shares some 
features with the pattern in Fig. le (diagonal) and can be considered to 
be midway between the pattern in Fig. Ic (centration rule) and the pattern 
in Fig. lb (additive). 

However, as will be seen below, these mean patterns do not accurately 
represent the behavior of individual children because they average over 
individual patterns which correspond to different strategies. These pattern\ 
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were simply presented to illustrate the fact that they are similar to some 
of the mean patterns found by Anderson and Cuneo (1978) and Leon 
(1982). 

The analysis of global results was complemented by an analysis at the 
individual level. The patterns corresponding to each trial of each subject 
were classified in two ways. The first classification used a fairly lenient 
criterion: patterns were classified as clearly convergent to the right, thus 
having a family resemblance to the hypothetical centration pattern (Fig. 
Ic): clearly divergent to the left, i.e.. resembling the multiplicatory pattern 
(Fig. la): and intermediary patterns. which were neither convergent nor 
divergent and had an overall similarity with the additive patterns (Fig. 
lb). The second classification used a more stringent criterion in that only 
patterns which exhibited a perfect match with the hypothetical patterns 
were included. 

I. Cltr.vs$ctrtiott nit/t the lrnic)nt critrrion. A pattern is said to be 
convergent when the spread to the left is at least double that of the 
spread to the right. Similarly, a pattern is said to be divergent when the 
spread to the right is at least twice as large as the spread to the left. 
When a pattern is neither convergent nor divergent, it is classitied as 
intermediary. This cut-off point was used because it divided the patterns 
into three clearly distinct categories and yielded a comparable number 
of subjects in each category. Eighteen out of the 40 subjects produced 
patterns which fell into the same category on all three trials; two out of 
the three patterns were in the same category for I7 sub.jects. and only 
5 subjects produced patterns which were classified in different categories 
for the three trials. Each subject was classified in terms of his/her dominant 
pattern (exhibited on at least two out of the three trials): 35 of the 40 
subjects could be classified in this manner. Figure 3 illustrates the outcome 
of this classification. 

The pattern in Fig. ?a is the mean pattern for the category of subjects 
having a converging dominant pattern (I6 sub.jects). It shares certain 
features with the hypothetical diagonal pattern (Fig. le). It can also be 
seen as midway between the hypothetical pattern in Fig. lb (additive) 
and the theoretical pattern in Fig. lc (centration). 

The pattern in Fig. 3c is the mean pattern for the divergent pattern 
category (six subjects). This pattern has several features in common with 
the hypothetical pattern in Fig. la (multiplicative). 

The pattern in Fig. 3b is the mean pattern for the residual category 
of nonconvergent, nondivergent patterns (I3 subjects). It bears great 
similarities with the curves in the hypothetical pattern in Fig. lb (additive). 

2. Class~fificution wlitl7 tltr .stritzg:c~ttt criteriott. The 170 patterns were 
reexamined to see whether some exhibited strong similarity with the 
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hypothetical patterns presented in Fig. I. This more stringent classification 
was performed independently by two .judges. Interrater agreement was 
94%. A subject was said to be characterized by one of these hypothetical 
patterns if the pattern was produced at least once. 

Fourteen subjects presented at least one pattern (70 patterns in all fog 
these I4 subjects) which corresponded on all points to the entire set of 
features of the pattern in Fig. Ic (flatness of curve 8, break in the stepness 
of the slope of curve 4). The mean curve for these 30 patterns is presented 
in Fig. 4a. 

Eight sub.jects produced at least once a pattern having high similarity 
with the pattern in Fig. lb (see Fig. 4b for the mean curve of the I I 
patterns produced by these subjects). 

Two subjects presented patterns (4 in all) having high similarity with 
the pattern in Fig. la (see their mean curve Fig. 4~). 

Associating the first classification with type of sub.ject rconserv- 
ing/nonconserving) shows that nonconservers are found above all in the 
“convergent” category whereas conservers are found in the “divergent” 
and “intermediate’* categories (see Table 3). (x2 = 12.67. p <: .003). 

The relationship has the same form with the second classification (strin- 
gent criterion). Theoretical frequencies are too small to use the x2 test. 
but the data speak for themselves. 
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FIG. 3. Categorization of individual information integration patterns with the stringent 

criterion: mean curv,es for centration (a). additive (h). and multiplicative tc) patterns. 

DISCUSSION 

Conserving children differ from nonconservers from the point of view 
of the shape of the curve for mean patterns. The mean pattern for 
conservers bears similarity to the one described in Anderson and Cuneo 
(1978) for 5 year olds, which they interpret as implying the use of an 
additive rule. The mean pattern for nonconserving children is similar to 
the one reported by Leon (1982) which he characterizes as representing 
application of the diagonal rule. 

However, when the plots for individual information integration patterns 
are examined subject by subject, a different interpretation of the findings 
emerges, revealing centration patterns for the area judgment task. The 
dominant pattern of information integration of 16 subjects out of 40 is 

Conservation 

NC 

( 

Information integration pattern 

l,enient criterion Stringent criterion 

Conv. Int. Div. Cent. Add. Mult. 

13 3 I I2 2 0 

3 IO 5 ? 6 2 
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clearly convergent (opened wider to the left than to the right. see Fig. 
3a) and can be considered to translate a more or less pronounced centration 
on the larger dimension (see Fig. ICI. Some however can also be interpreted 
as manifestations of the diagonal or extent rule advocated by Leon (see 
Fig. le). Nevertheless. when more strict criteria are applied, I4 sub.jects 
present at least one which is strictly identical to the hypothetical pattern 
of centration (see Fig. 4a). Six subjects can be characteri/.ed by a pattern 
clearly divergent opened wider to the right than to the left (see Fig. 3~) 
whose shape is thus approximately compatible with the multiplicatory 
integration rule. Only two subjects have patterns in strict obedience with 
this rule (Fig. 4~). Thirteen subjects have a dominant pattern which is 
neither clearly convergent nor divergent (Fig. 3b). and eight of these 
present at least one pattern very similar to the hypothetical additive 
height and width integration pattern (Fig. 3b). 

The distribution of subjects into the three pattern categories indicates 
a clear relationship between category type and classification of subjects 
on the area conservation task, both when the categories are obtained by 
applying the lenient as the strict criteria (Table 2). Centration patterns 
are clearly dominant among nonconserving subjects. whereas multiplicative 
patterns are found only among conserving sub.jects: additive patterns are 
found for both conserving and nonconserving subjects but are dominant 
among the former. 

This experiment does not allow for a complete dissociation of the 
effects of conservation and age; overall, conserving children are older. 
Several aspects of the findings are in line with the hypothesis that pet-- 
formance in the conservation task is more determinant than age: the 
two-way conservation x height x width interaction is significant. and 
its F(F(4, 8) = 6.39) is slightly higher than the two-way age x height 
x width interaction (F(4. 8) = 5.75). The sums of the squares are 
respectively I I.96 and 10.75. This difference is due to the fact that three 
subjects in the younger group are conserving whereas three subjects in 
the older group are not (whereas in the area judgment task. the information 
integration patterns of the former are classified as additive or multiplicatory 
and the latter are in the centration category). This feature may not be 
reliable. and needs further confirmation in a study where conservation 
is not confounded with age. 

Nevertheless. the presence of centration patterns is inconsistent with 
the findings reported by Anderson and Cuneo (1978). Wilkening (1979). 
and Leon (1982). but on the contrary are congruent with the Piagetian 
interpretation of the relationships between perception and cognitive op- 
erations. The fact that some subjects exhibit centration patterns on the 
area judgment task and that these subjects in general are nonconserving 
is an argument in favor of the Piagetian idea that the change to conservation 
is associated with decline in centration. 
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In contrast, the presence of additive patterns in conservers (Fig. 4b) 
is problematic for one of the Piagetian interpretations of the concept of 
conservation, the one challenged by Anderson and Cuneo. As these 
authors point out, Piaget bases the notion of conservation on a multi- 
plicatory compensation of changes in height and width. which is initially 
qualitative and does not ensure conservation until it is based on extensive 
quantification of the dimensions involved. Subjects who use an additive 
integration rule and are nevertheless conservers are problematic for this 
interpretation. The dotted lines connecting rectangles having the same 
area (16 cm’) but different shapes in the hypothetical plot for the additive 
pattern (see Fig. lb) illustrate that this information integration pattern 
could lead a subject to the conclusion that the area is larger for a 8 x 
2 rectangle than for a 4 x 4 square (recall that the area conservation 
task involved the transformation of a 4 x 4 square into an 8 x 2 
rectangle). Nevertheless, the additive pattern is only incompatible with 
a conservation judgment if one accepts the argument that the two tasks 
tap the same processes. This would be the case, for example. if the 
suject solved the conservation problem by first making a judgment on 
the initial area followed by a judgment on the final area and then comparing 
the two. 

It is thus possible to view the additive pattern as incompatible with 
the Piagetian interpretation of conservation in terms of multiplicatory 
compensation processes. Arguably, accurate multiplication of the ~~rr.jrrtio~s 
in each of the dimensions (theoretically necessary for conservation) is 
more complex than the accurate multiplication of the two tlinrr/rsion.s 
(theoretically necessary for correct area judgment), and subjects able to 
perform the first operation should be capable of the second. Nevertheless, 
this objection does not hold for the other interpretations of conservation 
put forward by Piaget (see. for example, Piaget. 1975. p. I IX). The 
equality argument (there is the same quantity because nothing has been 
added or taken away) only requires a qualitative additive operation and 
is thus perfectly compatible with an additive integration pattern in an 
area judgment task. This is equally true for the operation underlying the 
reversibility argument, which is also qualitative. One way of evaluating 
the scope of the objection raised by the existence of additive integration 
patterns in conserving children. which challenges apparently one of the 
Piagetian interpretations of the conservation, would be to compare these 
additive patterns with verbal explanations produced by children in the 
conservation task, but this point was not included in the present experiment. 

What remains puzzling is why we found centration patterns whereas 
neither Anderson and Cuneo nor Wilkening obtained these patterns in 
their studies on perceptual judgment of area. Only tentative hypotheses 
can be put forward here, but before doing so, it should be stressed that 
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the present study is not a complete replication of their perceptual judgment 
task. 

First, the material used was simplified, since each target rectangle was 
made of a piece of sturdy white cardboard (although the subjects were 

asked to imagine they were cookies). Anderson and Cuneo used pieces 
of wood painted to resemble cookies as much as possible: even the 
surfaces were “sprinkled” with imitation raisins. Wilkening used plastic 

rectangles which looked like pieces of chocolate. The fact that the degree 
of concreteness of these stimuli may have had an effect cannot be dis- 
counted. The perceptual anchors formed by the raisins in the Anderson 
and Cuneo experiment. or the lines scoring the division of the chocolate 
bar into pieces arranged end to end in the Wilkening instructions, could 
have helped the subjects to split up dimensions or areas during information 

integration. 
An alternative explanation is that the mean additive patterns reported 

in the previous experiments covered a certain number of individual cen- 
tration patterns on the most salient dimensions. such as was observed 

here. The reasons why Anderson and Cuneo’s checks do not eliminate 
the possibility of centration on the most salient dimension have been 
discussed earlier. The results presented here show that ;I mean additive 
pattern (see Fig. ?a) can be obtained by averaging patterns corresponding 

to different strategies. However the findings also show that nevertheless 
there are individual additive patterns tsec Table 3) which-to ;I greatet 
extent than the mean patterns-can be reliably considered to be examples 
of the additive rule Area = L + W described by Anderson and Cuneo. 

Last, the combination of heights and widths generated by the factorial 
design may have played a critical role. These values were in an arithmetic 

progression in the preceding experiments (7. 9. and I I cm in Anderson 
and Cuneo: 4, 8, 12, and I6 cm in Wilkening) and a geometric progression 
in the present experiment. This progression may have accentuated the 
contrast between dimensions and thus increased the probability of the 
stimulus engendering a centration mechanism. The use of an additive 
integration pattern would only bc observed on a preoperational level 
when the dimensions were not overly contrasted: in other cases the 
subjects would revert to perceptual centration mechanisms. Note that 
this hypothesis only holds if the effect of the progression of values i\ 
attributed to each dimension within the framework of the entire design. 
and not to the contrast between extreme values. which is of the same 
magnitude in Wilkening (4 and 16 cm) as in the present experiment (2 
and 8 cm). 

Further research is necessary to support these claims and to answer 
questions left unresolved. 
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